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Here we discuss three-dimensional so-called basic and mixed boundary value
 .problems BVP for steady state oscillations of piecewise homogeneous anisotropic
bodies imbedded into an infinite elastic continuum. Uniqueness is shown with the
help of generalized Sommerfeld]Kupradze radiation conditions, while existence
follows for arbitrary values of the oscillation parameter by the reduction of the
original interface transmission BVPs to equivalent uniquely solvable boundary
integral or pseudodifferential equations on the interfaces. For the basic BVPs, we
show classical regularity and, in addition for the mixed BVPs that the solutions are
 .Holder continuous with exponent a g 0, 1r2 in the neighbourhood of the curvesÈ
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INTRODUCTION
We consider a wide class of three-dimensional basic and mixed type
transmission boundary value problems of steady state oscillations for
piecewise homogeneous elastic anisotropic bodies and investigate the
following four classes of problems:
 .i classical transmission problems, where rigid contact conditions, i.e.,
jumps of the displacement and the stress vectors are given on the whole
interface;
 .ii non-classical transmission problems, where jumps of the normal
components of displacement and the stress vectors are given on the
interface along with tangent components of either the displacement or the
stress vector from both sides of the interface;
 .iii mixed transmission problems, where classical transmission condi-
tions are given on one part of the interface and non-classical conditions on
the remaining part;
 .iv interface crack problems, where the classical transmission condi-
tions are given on one part of the interface, while the limits of either the
displacement or the stress vector are given at the remaining interface part
from both sides.
These interface problems are very important in numerous applications
and have already received considerable attention in fracture mechanics
literature.
To the authors' best knowledge, the above problems for the general
anisotropic case, however, have not yet been treated systematically.
Our analysis is based on the potential or boundary integral equation
 .method and the theory of elliptic pseudodifferential equations CDE on
manifolds with boundary. The uniqueness theorems are formulated in
special function spaces which are defined by generalized Sommerfeld]
w xKupradze radiation conditions at infinity 29 . Here we show uniqueness
 s.and existence for the above problems in Bessel-potential H and Besovp
 s .B spaces and obtain almost best regularity results. In particular, forp, q
 .  . athe problems in the cases iii and iv we establish C -smoothness with
 .a g 0, 1r2 for the displacement vector. Notice that, in general, solutions
to mixed BVPs, even for given C`-regular data, are not in C a with
a ) 1r2 at the collision curves between different boundary conditions
 w x.while they are infinitely differentiable elsewhere cf. 39, 46 .
Similar three-dimensional problems for elastostatics and steady state
elastic and thermoelastic oscillations of isotropic bodies have been studied
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w xby the potential method in 23, 18, 15]17, 19, 20, 26 . The case of
w x anisotropic elastostatics is treated in 2, 21, 28, 22, 10, 38, 33, 3 see also
.the references therein .
 .An analogous method L -approach in the case of regular and Lipschitz2
domains for similar mixed crack and transmission BVPs for the Laplacian,
wthe Helmholtz equations, and the Maxwell system has been used in 40, 36,
x37, 41, 48 , where also the asymptotic representation of solutions to
boundary CDE near singular points was obtained. The same type of
asymptotic formulae was recently also obtained for anisotropic elastostat-
w xics in 11, 10 . General interface problems in weighted Sobolev spaces for
elliptic equations of order 2m with variable coefficients in bounded
Lipschitz domains, their solvability, regularity, and asymptotics of weak
w xsolutions have been studied in 34 . Finally we note that the relation
between Fredholm properties of exterior BVPs for strongly elliptic opera-
tors, a special type of radiation conditions at infinity, and integral repre-
sentation formulae in unbounded domains with compact boundaries has
w xbeen established in 5 .
PART 1. PROBLEM SETTING AND
BACKGROUND MATERIAL
In this part we first formulate the basic transmission problems and then
collect results on the functional analytic properties of the operators
involved.
1. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEMS
Ä Ä1.1. Let S , . . . , S be a collection of closed, smooth, connected, mutu-1 m
ally nonintersecting, and nonselfintersecting surfaces dividing R3 into n
connected disjoint domains V , . . . , V . Each domain V is supposed to be1 n r
filled up by an anisotropic material with corresponding elastic coefficients
r r rc s c s c , k , j, q , p s 1, 2, 3, r s 1, . . . , n , 1.1 .k j p q p qk j jk p q
which may differ in different subdomains. Common boundaries of two
different materials are called interface surfaces. If some domains represent
inclusions without material then the boundary surfaces of these are called
boundary surfaces of the composed elastic body in question.
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1.2. The steady state elastic oscillations for anisotropic bodies we de-
scribe by the differential equation
r rr r r2A D , v u x [ A D u x q v u x s 0, x g V , 1.2 .  .  .  .  .  .r
r r r r i .where u s u , u , u is the complex amplitude of the displacement1 2 3
 .vector, v ) 0 is the frequency, D s = s D , D , D with D s ­r­ x ,1 2 3 k k
r r r rA j s A j , A j s c j j , and .  .  .k p k p k j p q j q3=3
r r 2A j , v s A j q v d , .  .k p k p 3=3
where d is the Kronecker symbol. Here and in what follows we usek j
 .summation over repeated indices from 1 to 3 unless stated otherwise .
w xiThe symbol ? denotes transposition.
Without restriction of generality we assume that the densities of the
elastic materials all are equal to 1.
r r .  .The stress and strain tensors t and e , respectively, are related byk j k j
Hooke's law
r r r r r r
t s c e , 2 e s D u q D u .k j k j p q p q p q p q q p
The potential energy
r r r r r r r r r r rE u , u s t e s c e e s c D u D u , 1.3 .  .k j k j k j p q k j p q k j p q k j p q
where the upper bar denotes complex conjugation, is supposed to be a
r rpositive definite quadratic form on the symmetric variables e s e .k j jk
Therefore there exists d ) 0 such that0
r r r r r r rE u , u G d e e , where e s e . 1.4 .  .0 k j k j k j jk
r
 .  .  .The symmetry property 1.1 and inequality 1.4 imply that A D is a
 w x.formally self-adjoint strongly elliptic operator cf. 27, 13 . Consequently,
r r r 2 2< < < <Re A j h ? h s A j h ? h s A j h h G d j h , 1.5 .  .  .  . . k p p k 1
for any j g R3 and any complex vector h g C3. Here d s const ) 01
depends only on the elastic coefficients. Throughout the paper,
3
a ? b s a ? b s a b .  k k
ks1
denotes the scalar product of two vectors in C3.
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The stress vector acting on a surface element with the unit normal
r r .vector n s n , n , n we denote by Tu,1 2 3
r rr r r rT D , n u x s T D , n u x s c n D u x , 1.6 .  .  .  .  .  .k p p k j p q j q pk
r r r rT j , n s T j , n , T j , n s c n j . .  .  .k p k p k j p q j q3=3
1.3. Let
r r2F j , v [ det A ij , v s det v I y A j , 1.7 .  .  .  .r
w xwhere I s d stands for the 3 = 3 unit matrix. In what follows wek j 3=3
consider the so-called regular case, i.e., we suppose the following two
 w x.conditions cf. 29 :
 0.  .  .I = F j , v / 0 at all real zeros of the polynomial F j , v ;j r r
 0.  .II The Gaussian curvature k j of the surface defined by ther
 . 3equation F j , v s 0 imbedded into R where v is fixed does not vanishr
anywhere.
It follows from the above conditions that the real zeros of the polyno-
 .mial F j , v form three nonselfintersecting, closed, convex two-dimen-r
sional surfaces Sr, j s 1, 2, 3, circumscribing the origin j s 0. For anj
3  4 rarbitrary vector x g R _ 0 there exist exactly two points on each S ,j
j  j j j. j jnamely j s j , j , j and j# s yj , at which the external unit normal1 2 3
j  j.is parallel to the vector x. At j the normal vector n j and x have the
same direction, while at j#j they are in opposite direction. Note that if
j j g Sr and j k g Sr correspond to the same vector x then j j ? x / j k ? xj k
for j / k.
r
 .1.4. Associated with the operator A D, v , let us introduce the follow-
 wing classes of functions, which may also be vector or matrix-valued, cf. 14,
x.  . 145, 29 : u belongs to the class SK V , if u g C in some neighborhoodm r
of infinity, where V is supposed to be the complement of some compactr
3 < <domain in R , and if for sufficiently large x , the following relations hold,
3  .  .j j y1< <u x s u x , u x s O x , .  .  .  .
js1
 .  .j jm y2j < <D u x q i y1 j u x s O x , k s 1, 2, 3 1.8 .  .  .  . .k k
  ..no summation over j in the last equation of 1.8 , where the point
j j g Sr corresponds to the vector x and where m is equal to either 1 or 2.j
The latter conditions are referred to as the generalized Sommerfeld]
Kupradze radiation conditions in anisotropic elasticity. Due to Remark 2.2
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w xin 29 , the above definition coincides in the isotropic case with the
well-known Sommerfeld]Kupradze radiation conditions for elastic waves
w x23 .
The functions, vectors, and matrices of the class SK will also be calledm
m-radiating functions, vectors, or matrices, correspondingly for details see
w x.29 .
1.5. For illustration of our suggested method we consider the following
model problems. We assume that the piecewise homogeneous composed
anisotropic body consists of two connected domains: the bounded domain
q y 3 "V s V and its complement V s V s R _ V , ­ V s S, V s V j1 2 1 j j
S, j s 1, 2. Thus the whole space R3 can be considered as a piecewise
homogeneous anisotropic body with one interface surface S.
Let a smooth, connected, nonselfintersecting curve g ; S divide the
surface S into two parts S and S : S s S j S j g , S s S j g .1 2 1 2 j j
For simplicity, in what follows, we suppose that S and g are C`-regular
 .unless stated otherwise though actually some finite regularity is sufficient
 w x.cf. 31, Remark 35 .
1 q. 1  y. 1  y.Throughout the paper W V , W V , and W V are thep p, l oc p, com p
 . s  q. s  y.well-known Sobolev spaces 1 - p - ` , while B V , B V ,p, q p, q, l oc
s  . s q. s  y. s .B S and H V , H V , H S denote the Besov and Besselp, q p p, l oc p
 wpotential spaces, respectively, with s g R, 1 - p - `, 1 F q F ` see 25,
x.43, 44 .
k " k " k k , a " k , a " k , a .  .  .  .  .  .By C V , C V , C S and C V , C V , C S , with
integer k G 0 and 0 - a F 1, we denote the usual k-smooth and HolderÈ
 .k , a -smooth function spaces, respectively.
We need also the following function spaces defined on the submanifolds
 w x.S ; S with boundary g cf. 6, 8j
s < s s < sB S s f : f g B S , H S s f : f g H S , .  . 4  4 .  .S Sp , q j p , q p j pj j
s s sÄB S s f g B S : supp f ; S ; B S , .  . .  5p , q j p , q j p , q
s s sÄH S s f g H S : supp f ; S ; H S , .  . .  5p j p j p
<where f denotes the restriction of f to S .S jj
For particular cases of our problems with specific geometry studied in
 w x.mathematical physics and mechanics see, e.g., 39, 46 it is well known
that, in general, solutions to mixed BVPs or their derivatives have singular-
ities at the collision curves of changing boundary conditions and they do
1 " .not belong to the class of regular solutions C V . Because of this fact
and in order to allow a wide class of boundary data, on one hand, and to
establish optimal regularity properties of the solutions, on the other hand,
we state the basic and mixed transmission problems in Sobolev spaces with
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1 q.w 1  y.x <arbitrary p ) 1. If we invoke that u g W V W V implies u gSp p, l oc
1y1r p .B S , then the need of the Besov spaces in the formulation of ourp, p
<BVPs becomes transparent. Clearly, here u is defined in the trace senseS
w x25, 44 .
We will investigate the following standard problems.
Find ¨ectors
1 21 1 1 1u g W V s H V , u g W V s H V , .  .  .  .p 1 p 1 p , l oc 2 p , l oc 2
2u g SK V , 1.9 .  .m 2
 .  .satisfying Eqs. 1.2 in the distributional sense and one of the following
transmission conditions:
Problem C.
q yq y 1 21 2 1 2w x w xu y u s f and Tu y Tu s F on S. 1.10 .
Problem G.
q q y y1 1 2 2 ¦1 1 2 2X X X XTu ? l s F , Tu ? m s F , Tu ? l s F , Tu ? m s F ,1 2 3 4 ¥
q yq y 1 21 2 1 2X X §w x w xu ? n y u ? n s f , Tu ? n y Tu ? n s F ,5 5
on S. 1.11 .
Problem H.
q q y y1 1 2 2X X X X ¦w x w x w x w xu ? l s f , u ? m s f , u ? l s f , u ? m s f ,1 2 3 4 ¥q yq y 1 21 2 1 2X X §w x w xu ? n y u ? n s f , Tu ? n y Tu ? n s F ,5 5
on S. 1.12 .
Problem C]D.
q yq y 1 21 2 1 21. 1.w x w xu y u s f and Tu y Tu s F on S , 1.13 .1
q y1 2q yw x w xu s f and u s f on S . 1.14 .2
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Problem C]N.
q yq y 1 21 2 1 21. 1.w x w xu y u s f and Tu y Tu s F on S , 1.15 .1
q y1 21 2q yTu s F and Tu s F on S . 1.16 .2
Problem C]G.
q yq y 1 21 2 1 21. 1.w x w xu y u s f and Tu y Tu s F on S , 1.17 .1
q q y y1 1 2 2 ¦1 1 2 2Tu ? l s w , Tu ? m s w , Tu ? l s w , Tu ? m s w ,1 2 3 4 ¥
q yq y 1 21 2 1 2 §w x w xu ? n y u ? n s c , Tu ? n y Tu ? n s w ,5 5
on S . 1.18 .2
Problem C]H.
q yq y 1 21 2 1 21. 1.w x w xu y u s f and Tu y Tu s F on S , 1.19 .1
q q y y1 1 2 2 ¦w x w x w x w xu ? l s c , u ? m s c , u ? l s c , u ? m s c ,1 2 3 4 ¥q yq y 1 21 2 1 2 §w x w xu ? n y u ? n s c , Tu ? n y Tu ? n s w ,5 5
on S . 1.20 .2
 .Here by n x we denote the outward unit normal vector at x g S and by
 .  .l x and m x orthogonal unit vectors in the tangent plane associated with
some local chart. The orthogonal local coordinate system n, l, and m at
x g S is oriented as follows: l = m s n, where ?=? denotes the exterior
w x" "vector product. The symbols ? denote limits at S from V . Functions
given on the interface S must meet the following natural restrictions
 .stipulated by the conditions 1.9 ,
f g B1y1r p S , F g By1r p S , f X g B1y1r p S , FX g By1r p S , .  .  .  .k p , p k p , p j p , p j p , p
f 1. g B1y1r p S , F 1. g By1r p S , 1.21 .  .  .k p , p 1 k p , p 1
f " g B1y1r p S , F " g By1r p S , 1.22 .  .  .k p , p 2 k p , p 2
c g B1y1r p S , w g By1r p S , k s 1, 2, 3, j s 1, 2, . . . , 5, .  .j p , p 2 j p , p 2
1.23 .
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where
i ii 1. 1. 1. 1. " " " "f s f , f , f , f s f , f , f , f s f , f , f , .  .  .1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
i ii 1. 1. 1. 1. " " " "F s F , F , F , F s F , F , F , F s F , F , F . .  .  .1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
1 q.It is evident that first order derivatives of functions from W V andp
1  y.  q.  y.W V belong to L V and L V , respectively, and, in gen-p, l oc p p, l oc
 .eral, they have no traces on S. However, for vector functions 1.9
satisfying, in addition,
1 21 2A D u g L V , A D u g L V , .  .  .  .p 1 p , l oc 2
1 21 2q y1r p y y1r pw x  . w x  .the functionals Tu g B S and Tu g B S can be definedp, p p, p
correctly by means of the relations
q q1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1w xTu , ¨ s E u , ¨ dx q Au ? ¨ dx , .H H ;
S V V1 1
y y2 2 22 2 2 2 2 2w xTu , ¨ s y E u , ¨ dx y Au ? ¨ dx , .H H ;
S V V2 2
r r r r i .with arbitrary ¨ s ¨ , ¨ , ¨ , r s 1, 2, where1 2 3
p1 21 1¨ g W V , ¨ g W V , p9 s , k s 1, 2, 3, .  .k p9 1 k p9 , com p 2 p y 1
r"r r r r r r1y1r p9 1r pw x¨ g B S s B S , E u , ¨ s c D u D ¨ . .  .  .p9 , p9 p9 , p9 k j p q k j p q
 : y1r p . 1r p  .The symbol ? , ? defines the duality between B S and B S ,S p, p p9, p9
which extends the L scalar product2
 :f , g s f ? g dSS H
S
 w x.for smooth vectors f and g for details see 22 .
In the above formulations, the interface conditions for displacement
vectors are understood in the trace sense while the equalities involving
stress vectors on S are to be considered in the above sense of continuous
linear functionals.
 .The conditions 1.9 imply also the following compatibility conditions for
the given functions in the above cases of mixed type problems:
 .a in problem C]D,
f 1. on S ,10 1y1r p 0f g B S with f [ 1.24 .  .p , p q y f y f on S ;2
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 .b in problem C]N,
F 1. on S ,10 y1r p 0F g B S with F [ 1.25 .  .p , p q y F y F on S ;2
 .c in problem C]G,
¡ 1.F
on S ,10 y1r p 0 ~F g B S with F [ .p , p l w y w q m w y w q nw .  .1 3 2 4 5¢ on S ;2
1.26 .
f 1. ? n on S ,10 1y1r p 0f g B S with f [ 1.27 .  .n p , p n  c on S ;5 2
 .d in problem C]H,
¡ 1.f
on S ,10 1y1r p 0 ~f g B S with f [ .p , p l c y c q m c y c q nc .  .1 3 2 4 5¢ on S ;2
1.28 .
F 1. ? n on S ,10 y1r p 0F g B S with F [ 1.29 .  .n p , p n  w on S .5 2
In what follows, all these conditions are supposed to be fulfilled. Note that
 .  .  .1.24 , 1.27 , and 1.28 are automatically satisfied for arbitrary functions
 .  .  .  .  .in 1.21 ] 1.23 for 1 - p - 2, whereas 1.25 , 1.26 , and 1.29 are auto-
matically satisfied for 2 - p - `. This follows from the multiplication
 w x.properties of Besov spaces see 44, Chap. 3, Sect. 3.3.2 .
Remark 1.1. By m-radiating solutions of the transmission problems we
1 2 .  .denote the pair of vectors u, u satisfying relations 1.9 , differential
 .equations 1.2 , and one of the above interface conditions.
Remark 1.2. For domains of a more general structure as described in
Subsection 1.1, the basic and mixed transmission problems can be formu-
lated similarly. On the interfaces one of the transmission conditions stated
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above will be assigned, while on the boundary of the composed body some
basic or mixed boundary condition is given for details concerning the
w x.formulation of such problems see 23 .
In the following we shall analyze the above transmission problems by
using boundary integral equation methods. To this end we need some
auxiliary material on the properties of boundary potentials and related
operators. These results are collected in the next section.
2. SOME AUXILIARY MATERIAL
2.1. Fundamental Matrices and Representation Formulae
It is well known that in the case of general anisotropy, the fundamental
r r
 .  .matrices for the operators A D and A D, v cannot be represented
explicitly in terms of elementary functions. However, by means of the
generalized Fourier transformation and the limiting absorption principle,
w xthe fundamental matrices for these operators were constructed in 27, 29 .
We now present these results as far as they are needed in our analysis.
w xLEMMA 2.1 27 . The matrix-function
1 y1r r2p 3  4G x s y A ah dw , x g R _ 0 , .  .H2 < <8p x 0
i
h s cos w , sin w , 0 , 2.1 .  .
r ry1w x w xwhere A is the matrix in¨erse to A and a s a is an orthogonalk j 3=3
i i  < <.imatrix with the property a x s 0, 0, x , represents the fundamental ma-
r
 .trix of the operator A D . It satisfies the equation
r r
A D G x s Id x .  .  .
 .with Dirac's delta d ? , and has the additional properties
r r r r ry1G tx s t G x for t ) 0, G x s G x s G yx , .  .  .  .  .k j k j k j jk k j
r
` 3  4G g C R _ 0 . .k j
Let
r r 2A D , t [ A D q t I .  .« «
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with t s v q i« . For arbitrary « / 0 we define«
y1r ry1G x , t s F A ij , t .  . 4« j ª x «
y1ry3 yi xjs lim 2p A ij , t e dj , 2.2 .  .  . 4H «
Nªq` < <j -N
where F and F y1 denote the generalized Fourier transform and itsx ª j j ª x rw x  .inverse, respectively 25, 12 . Clearly, G x, t is a fundamental matrix of«r
 .the operator A D, t and its entries together with all derivatives decrease«
< < < <faster than any negative power of x as x ª q`.
` 3.  .  .Let further x g C R be a cut-off function with x yj s x j ,
 . < <  . < <x j s 1 for j - C and x j s 0 for j ) 2C , where C is a0 0 0
<  . < < <positive number such that F j , v G 1 for j G C r2 with F definedr 0 r
 .by 1.7 .
rw x  .  .LEMMA 2.2 27, 29 . Let the matrix G x, t be gi¨ en by 2.2 .«
 .a Then the limits
r r r r
b b b blim D G x , t s D G x , v , 1 , lim D G x , t s D G x , v , 2 .  .  .  .« «
«ªq0 «ªy0
 .exist for any multi-index b s b , b , b . The matrices1 2 3
r
G x , v , m .
y1ry1s F 1 y x j A ij , v .  . .  4j ª x
r
1 N j , v .
i xjqP.V. x j e dj .H3 3 F j , v .R2p . r
r
3ip N j , v .mq1 j i xjq y1 y 1 e dS , m s 1, 2, .  . H j3 r < <= F j , v .S2p . j rjjs1
` 3  4.belong to the class C R _ 0 and are fundamental matrices of the operator
r
 .A D, v . Moreo¨er,
ir r r
G x , v , m s G yx , v , m s G x , v , m .  .  .
r r3  4for any x g R _ 0 . Here N is the matrix of cofactors associated with A, i.e.,
r r r rNA s I det A. The surfaces S are defined in Subsection 1.3. The principalj
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¨alue integral is here gi¨ en by
c x c x .  .
P.V. dx s lim dx.H H
3 C x C x«ªq0 .  .<  . <R C x )«
 . < <b For x - 1r2 there holds
r r
b b< <D G x , v , m y D G x - cw x , c s const ) 0, .  .  .k j k j < b <
r
 .  . < <where G ? is gi¨ en by 2.1 , b s b q b q b ,1 2 3
< < < <1ynw x s 1, w x s yln x , w x s x for n G 2. .  .  .0 1 n
 . 3c If the range of the ¨ariable y is some compact set of R , then for
< <x ª q` there hold
3




r jby1 y2b j yi xyy .j r< < < <D G x y y , v , 2 s x yij e C q O x , .  .  . j
js1
where j j g Sr corresponds to the ¨ector x and j b s j b1j b2j b3,j 1 2 3
ry1 y1r2jr j j j< <C s y1 2p =F j , v k j N j , v . .  .  .  . .j r r
 . r rk j is the Gaussian cur¨ ature of the surface S at the point j g S .r j j
Moreo¨er,
r 3  4G ?, v , m g SK R _ 0 , m s 1, 2. .  .m
 .Equations 2.3 can be differentiated arbitrarily many times with respect to x
and y.
For the so-called direct boundary integral equation method, the follow-
 w x.ing representation formula is basic see 47 .
w x  .LEMMA 2.3 27, 29 . Let u be a sufficiently regular solution to Eq. 1.2 in
V" and let S s ­ V" be a piecewise C 2-smooth surface. In the case of an
y  y.unbounded domain, u is supposed to be m-radiating in V , i.e., u g SK V .m
Then




". G x y y , v , m Tu y dS for x g V , .  .H y
S
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 .where n y is the outward unit normal at the point x g S. Clearly, for
2 " 1 " .  .  .m-radiating u g C V l C V , the representation formula 2.4 is ¨alid.
2.2. Main Lemma
The following lemma plays a fundamental role in the proofs of unique-
ness theorems.
w x  . yLEMMA 2.4 27 . Let u be a m-radiating solution to Eq. 1.2 in V and
assume, in addition,
r
lim Im Tu u dS s 0, . .H kk r 5Dªq` Sr
where S is the sphere of radius D centered at the origin.r
Then u s 0 in Vy.
This lemma immediately implies the uniqueness of m-radiating solutions
to the basic exterior BVPs of steady elastic oscillations for details see
w x.29 .
 .Note that m-radiation implies that the limits as r ª ` of the boundary
 .potentials, with S replaced by S in 2.4 , vanish. Hence, m-radiationr
w xyields the corresponding assumption in 5 which guarantees the classical
Fredholm properties of the exterior BVPs. Lemma 2.4, moreover, charac-
terizes uniqueness.
2.3. Properties of Potentials
We introduce the generalized single- and double layer potentials of
steady oscillations by
r r
V g x s G x y y , v , m g y dS , .  .  .  .Hm y
S
ir r r 3W h x s T D , n y G xyy , v , m h y dS for xgR _ S, .  .  .  .  . .Hm y y
S
where g and h are the density vector functions. Lemma 2.2 implies that
the single- and double layer potentials are m-radiating in Vy.
r r
 .  .By V g and W g we denote the analogous potentials for v s 0,0 0 r
 .respectively, constructed by the fundamental matrix G x y y . Due to
Lemma 2.2 it is evident that the oscillation potentials have the same
regularity properties as the corresponding static ones, where v s 0, while
they have quite different asymptotic behaviour at infinity. The mapping
properties of these potentials and corresponding operators are collected in
the following lemmata.
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Throughout the paper, for
K s K : X = ??? = X ª Y = ??? = Y ,k j 1 m 1 mm=m
if X s ??? s X s X and Y s ??? s Y s Y1 m 1 m
 . w xm w xmwe will write for simplicity K : X ª Y instead of K : X ª Y .
w x kq1, a 9LEMMA 2.5 27, 23 . Let k G 0 be an integer and S g C , 0 - a -
a 9 - 1. Then
r r
k , a kq1, a " k , a k , a "V : C S ª C V , W : C S ª C V . 2.5 .  .  . .  .m m
k , a  .For any g g C S and x g S,
"r r
V g x s H g x , 2.6 .  .  .  .m m
"r r ry1T D , n x V g x s .2 I q K g x , 2.7 .  .  .  .  . .x m m
"r r Xy1W g x s "2 I q K g x , 2.8 .  .  .  .m m
"r r r
T D , n x W g x s L g x , k G 1, 2.9 .  .  .  .  . .x m m
 .  q.where n x denotes the outward to V unit normal at the point x g S and
where
r r
H g x [ G x y y , v , m g y dS , 2.10 .  .  .  .Hm y
S
r r r
K g x [ T D , n x G x y y , v , m g y dS , 2.11 .  .  .  .  . .Hm x y
S
ir r rXK g x [ T D , n y G y y x , v , m g y dS , 2.12 .  .  .  .  . .Hm y y
S
r r r
L g x [ lim T D , n x W g z , 2.13 .  .  .  .  . .m z m
"V 2zªxgS
define boundary integral operators. The principal singular parts of the operators
r r r r XH and L are formally self-adjoint. K and K are defined ¨ia Cauchy V.P.m m m m
integrals and they are mutually transposed i.e., adjoint without complex
.conjugation .
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w xLEMMA 2.6 27, 29 . Let k and S be the same as in Lemma 2.5. Then the
boundary integral operators ha¨e the mapping properties
r
k , a kq1, aH : C S ª C S , 2.14 .  .  .m
r r Xy1 y1 k , a k , a" 2 I q K , " 2 I q K : C S ª C S , 2.15 .  .  .m m
r
k , a ky1, aL : C S ª C S , k G 1. 2.16 .  .  .m
r r r rXy1 y1In addition, the operators H , "2 I q K , "2 I q K , and L are ellipticm m m m
pseudodifferential operators of orders y1, 0, 0, and 1, respecti¨ ely, and their
Fredholm indices are equal to zero. The principal symbol matrices of the
r r 2  4operators yH and L are positi¨ e definite for any x g S and j g R _ 0 ;m m
 w x.hence, these operators are strongly elliptic cf. 42 .
w x  .  .LEMMA 2.7 31, 29 . The boundary integral operators 2.14 ] 2.16 can be
extended continuously to the following bounded operators with different do-
mains of definition and image spaces:
r s sq1 s sq1H : H S ª H S B S ª B S , .  .  .  .m p p p , q p , q
2.17 .
r r Xy1 y1 s s s s" 2 I q K , " 2 I q K : H S ª H S B S ª B S , .  .  .  .m m p p p , q p , q
2.18 .
r sq1 s sq1 sL : H S ª H S B S ª B S , .  .  .  .m p p p , q p , q
2.19 .
where 1 - p - `, 1 F q F `, s g R, S g C`. The null-spaces of the opera-
 .  .tors 2.17 ] 2.19 are in¨ariant with respect to p, q, and s.
w x  .LEMMA 2.8 31, 29 . The potential operators 2.5 can be extended contin-
uously to the following bounded operators
r s sq1q1r p q s sq1q1r p qV : B S ª H V B S ª B V , 2.20 .  .  .  .  .m p , p p p , q p , q
r s sq1q1r p y s sq1q1r p yV : B S ª H V B S ª B V , 2.21 .  .  .  .  .m p , p p , l oc p , q p , q , l oc
r s sq1r p q s sq1r p qW : B S ª H V B S ª B V , 2.22 .  .  .  .  .m p , p p p , q p , q
r s sq1r p y s sq1r p yW : B S ª H V B S ª B V , 2.23 .  .  .  .  .m p , p p , l oc p , q p , q , l oc
where 1 - p - `, 1 F q F `, s g R, S g C`.
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 .  .The jump relations 2.6 ] 2.9 on S remain ¨alid for the extended operators
 .  .2.20 ] 2.23 , respecti¨ ely, in the corresponding spaces. The integral represen-
 . s  q.w s  y.  y.xtation 2.4 also holds for any u g B V B V l SK V withp, q p, q, l oc mr q y . w xA D, v u s 0 in V V . The differential equation is understood in the
distributional sense.
w xLEMMA 2.9 29 . Let n s n q in be a complex number with Im n s n1 2 2
/ 0 and let k G 1, 1 - p - `, 1 F q F `, s g R. Then the boundary
operators
r rXy1 k , a k , ay2 I q K q n H : C S ª C S , .  .m m
: H s S ª H s S , .  .p p
: B s S ª B s S , .  .p , q p , q
r ry1 k , a ky1, aL q n 2 I q K : C S ª C S .  . /m m
2.24 .
: H s S ª H sy1 S , .  .p p
: B s S ª B sy1 S , .  .p , q p , q
are in¨ertible for any arbitrary ¨alue of the oscillation parameter v g R. Here
S is supposed to ha¨e the same properties as in Lemma 2.5 for the HolderÈ
spaces and S g C` for the Bessel-potential and Beso¨ spaces.
Lemma 2.9 implies that any m-radiating solution u of the homogeneous
oscillation equation in Vy can be represented uniquely as a linear
combination of single- and double-layer potentials
r r
u x s W g x q n V g x , Im n s n / 0, .  .  .  .  .m m 2
for any arbitrary value of the oscillation parameter v.
Note that similar representations for solutions of the Helmholtz and
w xMaxwell equations were introduced independently by Leis 24 , Brakhage
w x w xand Werner 1 , and Panich 35 to guarantee equivalence of the exterior
BVPs and the corresponding boundary integral equations, on the contrary
 wto the classical double- or single-layer approach for details see 4, Sect.
x.3.2 .
r r
Remark 2.10. We observe that for the potentials of elastostatics V , W ,0 0
 .and the associated boundary integral pseudodifferential operators
r r r rX  wH , K , K , L the Lemmata 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, and 2.8 remain valid see 21,0 0 0 0
x.27, 32 .
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PART 2. REGULAR TRANSMISSION PROBLEMS
In this part we shall analyze transmission problems where the interface
S is a closed compact surface without boundary. The transmission condi-
tions will not change on the whole of S and, hence, these problems
correspond to regular elliptic boundary value problems.
3. PROBLEM C
 .Here the transmission conditions 1.10 are generalizations of the rigid
contact between the two regions V and V . We begin with the unique-1 2
ness of problem C.
 .THEOREM 3.1. The homogeneous problem C f s 0, F s 0 in the class
1 21 q 1 y y .  .  .of regular ¨ectors u g C V and u g C V l SK V has only them
tri¨ ial solution.
1 2 .Proof. Let u, u be some regular m-radiating solution of the homoge-
neous problem C and let S be a sphere of radius D centered at theD 00 r ` .origin totally enclosing the interface surface S. Clearly, u g C V lrr r1 .  .C V and Au g C V , r s 1, 2. Therefore we have the following Green'sr r
w xformulae 27
q qq q1 11 1 1 1w x w xu ? Tu y Tu ? u dS s 0,H  5
S
y yy y2 2 2 22 2 2 2 2 2 2 2w x w xu ? Tu y Tu ? u dS y u ? Tu y Tu ? u dS s 0, 5H Hr  5
S Sr
3.1 .
3for any r ) r . Note that a ? b s a b for vectors a, b g C .0 k k
 .Taking into account f s 0, F s 0 in 1.10 , these equations imply
2 2 22 2 2 2 2 2u ? Tu y Tu ? u dS s 2 i Im u Tu dS s 0. . 5H H kr r / 5kS Sr r
2  .Since u is a m-radiating solution to the differential equation 1.2 we
2 yconclude u s 0 in V s V due to Lemma 2.4. In turn, this equation2
together with the homogeneous transmission conditions and Lemma 2.3
1 qyields u s 0 in V s V .1
1 .The question of uniqueness in the spaces W V will be consideredp r
later. Next, we show the existence of regular solutions which we seek in the
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form of the Brakhage]Werner surface potentials
1 11u x s W h x , x g V , 3.2 .  .  . .m 1
2 2 2 22u x s W h x q n V h x , x g V , 3.3 .  .  .  . .  .m m 2
with
 4n s n q in , n g R, n g R _ 0 . 3.4 .1 2 1 2
Here
r 1, ah g C S , 0 - a - 1, r s 1, 2, 3.5 .  .
are smooth unknown density vectors. Taking into account the properties of
 .the single- and double-layer potentials see Lemma 2.5 and inserting the
 .  .  .representations 3.2 , 3.3 into the conditions 1.10 we get the following
r
system of pseudodifferential equations on S for h,
1 1 2 2 2X Xy1 y12 I q K h y y2 I q K q n H h s f , 3.6 . 5m m m /
1 1 2 2 2y1L h y L q n 2 I q K h s F , 3.7 . 5m m m /
r r r rX  .  .where the operators H , K , K , and L are defined by 2.10 ] 2.13 . Tom m m m
 .  .investigate the solvability of the system of CDEs 3.6 ] 3.7 we first prove
the following lemma.
1 2  .  .LEMMA 3.2. Let the ¨ectors u and u, represented by 3.2 ] 3.3 , ¨anish in
r
V and V , respecti¨ ely. Then h s 0, r s 1, 2.1 2
1  .Proof. Obviously the vector u defined by 3.2 can be extended by the
same formula from the domain V into V . By Lemma 2.5 then we have1 2
yy 1 11 1w xu s yh , Tu s 0 on S, 3.8 .
1 1since by assumption u s 0 in V . As u is a m-radiating regular vector with1
 .the homogeneous stress boundary conditions 3.8 , we deduce from Lem-
1 21ma 2.4 that u s 0 in V , whence h s 0. The assertion for h follows2
immediately from the equation
y 2 2 22 Xy1w xu s y2 I q K q n H h s 0 on Sm m
and Lemma 2.9.
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 . .In what follows, we use the notation s B x, j for the principal
 .homogeneous symbol matrix of a pseudodifferential operator CDO B on
2  4S; here x g S and j g R _ 0 . As usual, if no confusion arises, the
arguments x and j will be omitted.
 .  .In matrix form, the system 3.6 ] 3.7 reads as
Pg s q , 3.9 .
1 2 i i .  .where g s h, h , q s f , F ,
1 2 2X Xy1 y12 I q K , y y2 I q K q n Hm m m /
P s . 3.10 .1 2 2y1L , yL y n 2 I q Km m m /
6=6
kq1, a  .LEMMA 3.3. Let k G 0 and 0 - a - 1, and let f g C S and
k , a  .  . kq1, a  .F g C S be gi¨ en. Then Eq. 3.9 is uniquely sol¨ able and g g C S .
If 1 - p - `, 1 F q F `, s g R, and
sq1 sq1 s sf g H S B S , F g H S B S , .  .  .  .p p , q p p , q
 . sq1 . w sq1 .xthen 3.9 is also uniquely sol¨ able and g g H S B S .p p, q
Proof. First we prove that P is an elliptic CDO in the sense of Agmon,
Douglis, and Nirenberg. To this end we have to show
2  4det s P x , j / 0 for every x g S and j g R _ 0 . 3.11 .  .  .
Since the principal homogeneous symbol matrices of the operators of
statics and steady oscillations coincide, we have
1 2X Xy1 y1s 2 I q K , ys y2 I q K /  /0 0
s P s , 3.12 .  .1 2
s L , ys L /  /0 0
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where
ii y1r r rXy1 Ä Äs .2 I q K s y T Bj , n A Bj dj , .  . 5H .0 3
.2p l
i y1r r ry1 Ä Äs "2 I q K s T Bj , n A Bj dj , .  . 5H .0 3
.2p l
q`1 1y1 y1r r rÄ Äs yH s A Bj dj s A Bj dj , .  . 5  5H H .0 3 3
"2p 2py` l
1 y1 ir r r rÄ Ä Äs L s y T Bj , n A Bj T Bj , n dj , .  .  . 5  5H .0 3
"2p l
l m n1 1 1
2Äl m n  4B s , j s j , j , j , j s j , j g R _ 0 . .  .2 2 2 1 2 3 1 2
l m n3 3 3 3=3
3.13 .
n, l, and m are the local coordinate vectors introduced in Subsection 1.5.
y q.  . X Yl l is a closed contour in the lower upper complex j s j q ij3 3 3
 .half-plane, oriented clockwise counterclockwise and circumventing all
 .roots with negative positive imaginary parts of the equation
r Ädet A Bj s 0 .
 .with respect to j , while j , j / 0 play the role of parameters. ForÃ3 1 2 rw xdetails see 27, 21 . From the ellipticity of the operator A it follows that
this equation has three roots with positive and three roots with negative
imaginary parts.
 .Note that all the above symbol matrices in 3.13 are nonsingular and,
moreover, the last two of them are positive definite for arbitrary x g S and
2  4  .j g R _ 0 due to Lemma 2.6. Next we show that 3.12 is a strongly
 w x.elliptic symbol cf. 42 . To this end we introduce the matrices
1 y1r r
" yi x j3 3ÄQ x , j s y A Bj e dj . .  . 5H3 3
.2p l
An elementary computation yields via Cauchy's theorem that the ordinary
differential equations
r r
" 2Ä  4A BD Q x , j s 0 for every x g R, j g R _ 0 , . . 3 3
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Ä i .are satisfied, where D s yij , yij , D . Moreover, for any positive1 2 3
constant N ) 0 the following relations hold
r rN Nq y< < < <x Q x , j ª 0 as x ª q`, x Q x , j ª 0 as x ª y`, .  .3 3 3 3 3 3
which can be easily checked by making use of the residue theorem for
meromorphic functions and since Im j - 0 for j g ly and Im j ) 0 for3 3 3r rq q y . w  .xj g l . Note that the entries of the matrix Q x , j Q x , j grow3 3 3
w xexponentially as x ª y` x ª q` . Moreover, from the positiveness of3 3
r 3Ä Ä .the matrix A Bj for j g R it follows that
1 y1r ri " i Äya Q 0, j a s a A Bj a dj .  . 5H 3
.2p l
q`1 y1r 2i Ä < <s a A Bj a dj G c a . 5H 3 02p y`
r3 "  .4for arbitrary a g C and with some positive c . Therefore rank Q 0, j0 r
"s 3 which implies that the columns of the matrix Q are linearly
independent.
We now associate the following transmission problem for the system of
ordinary differential equations with the original transmission problem via
 .partial Fourier transformation with respect to x and x ,1 2
r rÄA BD ¨ x , j s 0, x g I , I s y`, 0 , I s 0, q` , .  .  . . 3 3 r 1 2
3.14 .
1 21 2 1 2Ä Äw x w x¨ y ¨ s 0, T BD , n ¨ y T BD , n ¨ .  .x sy0 x sq03 3 x sy0 x sq03 3
s 0, 3.15 .
1 2¨ ª 0 as x ª y`, ¨ ª 0 as x ª q`, 3.16 .3 3
r r 2 . w xwhere T is given by formula 1.6 . It follows that for any vector ¨ g C a, b
we have
1br r rb br r r r r rÄ Ä w xA BD ¨ ? ¨ dx s T BD , n ¨ ? ¨ y E ¨ , ¨ dx , a, b ; I , . .  .H H3 3 ra 4a a
3.17 .
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r
 .where E is defined by 1.3 with
2
r r r r r r rÄ Äe s B D ¨ q B D ¨ s n D ¨ q n D ¨ y ij B ¨ q B ¨ . .k j k l l j jl l k j 3 k k 3 j q jq k k q j
qs1
3.18 .
 .Note that inequality 1.4 holds for complex-valued symmetric variables
1 2 .  .  .e s e . Let ¨ , ¨ be some solution of the BVP 3.14 ] 3.16 . Applyingk j jk
1 2 .  .  .formula 3.17 to ¨ in y`, 0 and ¨ in 0, q` and summing the results,
 .  .we get by virtue of conditions 3.14 ] 3.16
`0`1 1 2 1 20 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2E ¨ , ¨ dx q E ¨ , ¨ dx s T¨ ? ¨ q T¨ ? ¨ s 0. .  .H H3 3 5 y` 04 y` 0
r r r r .This equation along with the positive definiteness of E implies E ¨ , ¨ s 0
rin I . Hence e s 0. Now, applying the Fourier transformation to Eq.r k j
r .3.18 with respect to x , we easily derive ¨ s 0 in I , r s 1, 2. Thus, the3 r
above transmission problem has only the trivial solution.
With quite similar arguments we can show that the boundary value
problems
r rÄA BD ¨ x , j s 0 in I , r s 1, 2, . . 3 r
r rÄT BD , n ¨ x , j s 0, . . 3 x s03
r < <¨ x , j ª 0 as x ª q`, .3 3
r r
"Ä  .  .4have also only the trivial solutions. This yields rank T BD, n Q x , j3r
" .s 3 due to the linear independence of the columns of Q x , j . Thus,3
1 1 y iÄ  .  .4we have shown that the columns of the matrices T BD, n Q x , j3
2 2 q iÄ  .  .4and T BD, n Q x , j present linearly independent systems of3
 .bounded solutions of Eqs. 3.14 in I and I , respectively. Therefore every1 2
 .solution of the linear system of differential equations 3.14 vanishing at
infinity in I can be represented in the formr
i1 11 yÄ¨ x , j s y T BD , n Q x , j a .  . .3 3
iy1i 1 1 yi x j3 3Ä Äs y T Bj , n A Bj e dj a, .  .H  5 3q2p l
i2 22 qÄ¨ x , j s y T BD , n Q x , j b .  . .3 3
iy1i 2 2 yi x j3 3Ä Äs y T Bj , n A Bj e dj b , 3.19 . .  .H  5 3y2p l
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with three-dimensional constant vectors a and b they do not depend on
r r
" i. w xx due to the linear independence of columns of the matrices TQ . At3
the transmission point x s 0 we get3
1 1 11 1Xy1w x¨ s s 2 I q K a, T¨ s s L a,x sy0  /  /0 03 x sy03
2 2 22 2Xy1w x¨ s s y2 I q K b , T¨ s s L b.x sq0  /  /0 03 x sq03
Now, if we seek the solution to the homogeneous transmission problem
 .  .  .3.14 ] 3.16 in the form 3.19 , we arrive at the homogeneous system of
linear algebraic equations
s P e s 0 3.20 .  .
 .i  .  .  .for the vectors a and b with e s a, b and s P defined by 3.12 ] 3.13 .
 .  .  .The uniqueness for the problem 3.14 ] 3.16 yields that the system 3.20
 .has only the trivial solution e s 0, whence 3.11 follows immediately.
 .Thus 3.10 is an elliptic CDO. With the help of Lemma 3.2 and standard
arguments of potential theory we can show that the null-spaces of the
 .operator P in 3.12 and its adjoint are trivial. Hence, the Fredholm index
of P is zero and the operator
3 3 3 3kq1, a kq1, a kq1, a k , aP : C S = C S ª C S = C S .  .  .  .
 .is invertible. The unique solvability of the homogeneous equation 3.9
 . s . s  .i.e., q s 0 in the Bessel potential H S and Besov B S spaces is thenp p, q
a trivial consequence of the embedding theorem for solutions of elliptic
CDEs and Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.2.
The uniqueness due to the general theory of elliptic CDEs on closed
smooth manifolds implies also corresponding existence results for the
 . s . s  .non-homogeneous equation 3.9 in H S and B S spaces. Conse-p p, q
quently, the mappings
3 3 3 3sq1 sq1 sq1 sP : H S = H S ª H S = H S , .  .  .  .p p p p
3 3 3 3sq1 sq1 sq1 sP : B S = B S ª B S = B S , .  .  .  .p , q p , q p , q p , q
are isomorphisms for 1 - p - `, 1 F q F `, s g R.
We are now in the position to present the solution of the system
 .  .3.6 ] 3.7 in terms of explicitly given boundary integral operators and
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their inverses. We introduce the notations
1 1 2 2X Xy1 y1F s 2 I q K , C s L , F s y2 I q K q n H ,1 m 1 m 2 m m
2 2y1C s L q n 2 I q K . 3.21 .2 m m /
 .Since the operator F defined by 3.21 is invertible in the corresponding2
 .  .  .spaces see Lemma 2.9 we can rewrite 3.6 ] 3.7 as
1 2 1y1 y1 y1 y1C y C F F h s F y C F f , h s F F h y F f , 3.22 .1 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2
y1   ..where F is the inverse to F see 2.24 .2 2
 .Lemma 3.3 implies that Eqs. 3.22 are uniquely solvable and therefore
we have
1 y1y1 y1h s C y C F F F y C F f , 3.23 . .1 2 2 1 2 2
2 y1y1 y1h s F F C y C F F F2 1 1 2 2 1
y1y1 y1 y1y F F C y C F F C q I F f . 3.24 . 52 1 1 2 2 1 2 2
For our purposes we need more subtle properties of the operator on the
 .left-hand side of the first equation in 3.22 which defines the generalized
Steklov]Poincare operator.Â
LEMMA 3.4. The operators
C y C Fy1 F : Ckq1, a S ª Ck , a S , .  .1 2 2 1
: H sq1 S ª H s S , .  .p p
: B sq1 S ª B s S , .  .p , q p , q
are in¨ertible elliptic CDOs of order 1.
 .Proof. The ellipticity will be proved later see Corollary 5.2 , while the
invertibility follows readily from Lemmata 2.9 and 3.3.
 .  .  .  .Substituting 3.23 and 3.24 into formulae 3.2 and 3.3 we obtain the
following representation of the solution of problem C,
11 y1u x s W C F y C F f x , x g V , 3.25 .  .  . .m 2 2 1
2 22 y1 y1 y1u x s W q n V F F CF y F F CC q I F f x , x g V , .  . 4 .m m 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 /
3.26 .
w y1 xy1where C s C y C F F .1 2 2 1
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kq1, a 1 w `x 1 wTHEOREM 3.5. Let S g C S g C , 0 - a - a F 1, k G 0 s g
xR, 1 - p - `, 1 F q F ` ,
kq1, a sq1 sq1f g C S B S , B S , .  .  .p , p p , q
k , a s sF g C S B S , B S . 3.27 .  .  .  .p , p p , q
 .  .Then formulae 3.25 and 3.26 define the unique solution of problem C in
the corresponding spaces:
1 kq1, a sq1q1r p sq1q1r pu g C V H V , B V , 3.28 .  .  . .1 p 1 p , q 1
2 kq1, a sq1q1r p sq1q1r pu g C V H V , B V . 3.29 .  .  . .2 p , l oc 2 p , q , l oc 2
 .  .Proof. The relations 3.28 and 3.29 follow immediately from Lem-
 .  .  .mata 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, and 2.8 together with Eqs. 3.21 , 3.25 , and 3.26 .
The uniqueness in the Bessel potential and the Besov spaces can be
proved by applying the general representation formulae of solutions to the
 .   ..homogeneous equation 1.2 see 2.4 as will be exemplified in what
follows.
1 2s s s s . w  .x  . w  .xLet u g H V B V and u g H V B V be somep 1 p, q 1 p, l oc 2 p, q, l oc 2
r ` .  .solution to Eq. 1.2 . Then u g C V . Further by Lemma 2.8 we haver
 w x.the representation formulae cf. 32
qq1 1 11 1 1w xu s W u y V Tu in V and /m m 1 /
y y2 2 22 2 2w xu s V Tu y W u in V 3.30 . /m m 2 /
with
q y1 2 sy1r p sy1r pw x w xu , u g B S B S , .  .p , p p , q
q y1 21 2 sy1y1r p sy1y1r pTu , Tu g B S B S . .  .p , p p , q
Let the following homogeneous transmission conditions
q yq y 1 21 2 1 2w x w xu s u , Tu s Tu 3.31 .
be fulfilled. Then due to Lemma 2.8 we get
1 2 1 2X X0. 0.y H q H h q K q K g s 0,m m m m /  /
1 2 1 20. 0.y K q K h q L q L g s 0, 3.32 .m m m m /  /
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where
q q1 1 10. 0. w xh s Tu , g s u . 3.33 .
 .It can easily be checked that the system 3.32 of CDEs is strongly elliptic.
3 2  4Indeed, for arbitrary h, z g C , x g S, and j g R _ 0 , we have
1 2 1 2X X¡ ¦ys H y s H , s K q s K /  /  /  /0 0 0 0 h h~ ¥Re ?1 2 1 2  /  /z z¢ §ys K y s K , s L q s L /  /  /  /0 0 0 0
1 2 1 2
s Re y s H q s H h ? h q s L q s L z ? z /  /  /  / 0 0 0 0
1 2 1 2X Xq s K q s K z ? h y s K q s K h ? z /  /  /  / 50 0 0 0
1 2 1 2
s Re y s H q s H h ? h q s L q s L z ? z /  /  /  /0 0 0 0
1 2 1 2X X X Xq s K q s K z ? h y s K q s K z ? h /  /  /  /0 0 0 0 5
< <y1 < < 2 < < < < 2G d j h q j z , d s const ) 0, .
since the principal symbol matrices of the operators for v s 0 and v / 0
r r
 .  .are the same and the matrices ys H and s L are positive definite0 0
due to Lemma 2.6. By virtue of the embedding theorems we conclude that
1 20. 0.  .h and g are smooth vectors on S. Then u and u given by 3.30 ,
 .respectively, are regular vectors and therefore the conditions 3.31 imply
ru s 0 in V , with r s 1, 2.r
4. PROBLEM G
For this problem, the geometrical assumptions are the same as in
 .problem C. The transmission conditions 1.11 model the sliding of two
w xcontacting bodies and have been considered already in 18, 19 . We begin
with the discussion of the uniqueness of regular solutions. In general,
problem G does not possess a unique solution.
By L we denote the set of real parameter values v for which the0
auxiliary BVP
1
A D , v u x s 0 in V , 4.1 .  .  .1
q1 q
T D , n u x s 0 and u x ? n x s 0 on S, 4.2 .  .  .  .  .
has a nontrivial solution.
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Obviously L is the intersection of the spectral sets of the so-called0
second and third interior BVPs in the theory of steady oscillations in terms
w xof the monograph 23 . Therefore L is either a finite or a countable set,0
w xwhich was shown for anisotropic materials in 27 .
THEOREM 4.1. Let v f L . Then the homogeneous problem G has only0
r 21  .the tri¨ ial solution in the class of regular ¨ectors u g C V , r s 1, 2, u gr
 ..SK V .m 2
Proof. Taking into account the homogeneous transmission conditions
 .  X X .  .1.11 F s 0, j s 1, . . . , 5, f s 0 and applying Green's formulae 3.1j 5
and the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 we easily deduce
2  .that u s 0 in V . From the homogeneous conditions 1.11 it follows that2
1  .  .u is also a solution to the problem 4.1 ] 4.2 , and by the assumption
1
v f L we get u s 0 in V .0 1
To prove the existence of the solution to the non-homogeneous problem
w xG we could apply the method developed in 21 . However, here we will
 .present a different approach based on the representation formulae 3.25
 .and 3.26 , which reduces the problem to only two instead of six equations.
 .First we transform the conditions 1.11 to the equivalent equations
q y q y1 21 2 1 2 Xw x w xTu y Tu s F , u ? n y u ? n s f , 4.3 .5
q y q y1 2 1 21 2 1 2X X X XTu ? l q Tu ? l s F q F , Tu ? m q Tu ? m s F q F ,1 3 1 4
4.4 .
where
F s l FX y FX q m FX y FX q nFX . 4.5 .  .  .1 3 2 4 5
 .  .  .  .We seek the solution of the problem G, i.e., 1.2 , 1.9 , 4.3 ] 4.4 , in the
 .  .  .form of potentials 3.25 and 3.26 , where F is defined by 4.5 and
f s lw q mc q nf X . 4.6 .5
X  .Here w and c are unknown scalar functions, while F j s 1, . . . , 5 andj
f X are given functions on S.5
At first we consider the case
f X g Ckq1, a S , FX g Ck , a S , w , c g Ckq1, a S , .  .  .5 j
j s 1, . . . , 5, k G 0, 0 - a - 1.
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1From the results of the previous section it is evident that the vectors u and
2  .  .  .u given by 3.25 and 3.26 are regular solutions of Eq. 1.2 . Moreover,
 .conditions 4.3 are satisfied automatically. It remains to satisfy conditions
 .4.4 by choosing the unknown functions w and c appropriately.
 .Due to the jump relations in Lemma 2.5 and the notations 3.21 we
finally have
q y .  .1 21 21 2Tu s M lw q mc q q , Tu s M lw q mc q q , .  . .  .
where
y1y1 y1M s yC C y C F F C F , 4.7 .1 1 2 2 1 2 2
and where
 .1 y1X y1q s M nf q C C y C F F F .5 1 1 2 2 1
and
 .2 y1X y1 y1q s M nf q C F F C y C F F F .5 2 2 1 1 2 2 1
 .are known vectors. Now it is easy to show that conditions 4.4 lead to the
following system of CDEs on S for the unknown functions w and c ,
M lw q mc ? l s q , M lw q mc ? m s q , 4.8 .  .  .1 2
where the new right-hand sides are
 .  .1 2X Xy1q s 2 F q F y q q q ? l ,1 1 3  /
 .  .1 2X Xy1q s 2 F q F y q q q ? m .2 2 4  /
 .The matrix of CDOs on the left-hand side of the system 4.8 we denote
by
l M l l M mk k j j k k j jÄM s . 4.9 .m M l m M mk k j j k k j j
2=2
Ä  .Clearly, the operators M and M are CDOs of order 1 due to 3.21 .
LEMMA 4.2. The principal homogeneous symbol matrices of the operators
ÄM and M are positi¨ e definite.
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Proof. The principal homogeneous symbol matrix of M reads as
y11 1 2 2 1X Xy1 y1 y1s M s ys L s L y s L s y2 I q K s 2 I q K .  /  /  /  /  /0 0 0 0 0
2 2 Xy1 y1= s L s y2 I q K . 4.10 . /  /0 0
 .By Lemma 2.6 all matrices occurring on the right-hand side of 4.10 are
 .non-singular. Therefore we can also write 4.10 in the form
y11 1 Xy1 y1s M s s L s 2 I q K .  /  /0 0
y1y12 2 Xy1 y1y s L s y2 I q K . 4.11 . /  /0 0 5
 .Now we prove that the non-singular matrices, involved in 4.11 , are
positive definite. To this end we make use of the local principle as in the
 .iprevious section. Let n s n , n , n be some unit vector and denote1 2 3
3  3 4 3  3 4R n [ x g R : x ? n - 0 , R n [ x g R : x ? n ) 0 , .  .q y
2  3 4R n [ x g R : x ? n s 0 . .
y11 1 1 1X Xy1 y1 y1s L s 2 I q K s s L 2 I q K , 4.12 . /  /0 0 0 0 /
y12 2 2 2X Xy1 y1 y1y s L s y2 I q K s s yL y2 I q K . 4.13 . /  /0 0 0 0 /
` 2 ..Further let g g C R n have compact support. Then the following0
static potentials
y11 11 Xy1 3¨ x s W 2 I q K g x , x g R n , 4.14 .  .  .  .0 0 q /
y12 22 Xy1 3¨ x s W y2 I q K g x , x g R n , 4.15 .  .  .  .0 0 y /
are regular vectors vanishing at infinity. Note that in the case under
r
consideration, in the double layer potentials W and in the integral0r X  .  .operators K appearing in 4.12 ] 4.15 , the surface of integration is0
2 .  .  .R n . Therefore the inverse operators in 4.12 ] 4.15 exist and the
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following Green's identities
q q1 11 1 1 1w xE ¨ , ¨ dx s T¨ ? ¨ dS .H H
3 2 .  .R n R nq
y11 1 Xy1s L 2 I q K g ? g dS G 0,H 0 0
2 .R n
y y2 22 2 2 2w xE ¨ , ¨ dx s y T¨ ? ¨ dS .H H
3 2 .  .R n R ny
y12 2 Xy1s y L y2 I q K g ? g dS G 0H 0 0
2 .R n
hold for arbitrary g g C`.0
 .  .These inequalities imply that the matrices 4.12 and 4.13 are positive
 .definite, hence the positive definiteness of 4.11 follows immediately.
Ä 2  4In the case of the matrix M, for arbitrary x g S, j g R _ 0 , and
h g C2, we have
Äs M h ? h s l x l x s M h q m x s M h h .  .  .  .  . . k j k j 1 j k j 2 1
q m x l x s M h q m x s M h h .  .  .  .  .k j k j 1 j k j 2 2
s s M l x h q m x h ? l x h q m x h .  .  .  .  . .  .1 2 1 2
< < < < 2 < < < < 2G C j l x h q m x h s C j h , .  .1 2
which completes the proof.
Now we are in the position to derive our general existence results for
problem G.
 .  .COROLLARY 4.3. The principal parts of the operators 4.7 and 4.9 are
formally self-adjoint elliptic CDOs of order 1 with Fredholm indices equal to
zero.
LEMMA 4.4. If v f L , then the operators0
Ä kq1, a k , aM : C S ª C S , .  .
: H sq1 S ª H s S , .  .p p
: B sq1 S ª B s S , .  .p , q p , q
are isomorphisms pro¨ided k G 0, 0 - a - 1, s g R, 1 - p - `, 1 F q F `.
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Proof. Due to the general theory of CDOs on closed manifolds it
 .  .suffices to show that the homogeneous version of Eqs. 4.8 q s q s 01 2
has only the trivial solution. Let w, c be some solution of the homoge-
1 2 .  .neous equations 4.8 and construct the vectors u and u by formulae 3.25
 .and 3.26 , where F s 0 and f s lw q mc . Clearly, to a non-trivial pair
 .w, c there corresponds a non-trivial vector f since l and m are orthonor-
1 2mal. On the other hand it is evident that u and u satisfy the homogeneous
 .  .conditions 4.3 ] 4.4 which are equivalent to the homogeneous version of
r .Eqs. 1.11 . Therefore, by Theorem 4.1, we conclude u s 0 in V . Now,r
1 2q yw x w xfrom the equation u y u s f s lw q mc s 0 it follows that w s c
s 0.
THEOREM 4.5. Let v f L ,0
X kq1, a sq1 sq1f g C S H S , B S , .  .  .5 p p , q
X k , a s sF g C S H S , B S , j s 1, . . . , 5, .  .  .j p p , q
 .  .and let F and f be ¨ectors defined by formulae 4.5 and 4.6 , respecti¨ ely,
 .  .where w, c is the unique solution of the system of CDEs 4.8 .
 .  .Then formulae 3.25 and 3.26 define the unique m-radiating solution pair
 .  .of problem G in the corresponding spaces 3.28 and 3.29 .
Proof. It is verbatim the proof of Theorem 3.5.
5. PROBLEM H
Again, the geometrical assumptions are the same as in problem C.
Problem H includes the case where the two contacting bodies allow
normal displacement but no tangent sliding. We investigate the problem by
the same approach as in the previous sections. Denote by L the set of real1
parameter values v for which the following auxiliary BVP
1
A D , v u x s 0 in V , 5.1 .  .  .1
q1qw xu s 0 and Tu ? n s 0 on S, 5.2 .
has a non-trivial solution. L is an intersection of the spectral sets of the1
so-called first and the fourth interior BVPs in the theory of steady
w xoscillations and, therefore, it is either a finite or a countable set 23, 27 .
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 .First we transform the conditions 1.12 to the equivalent equations
q yq y 1 21 2 1 2 Xw x w xu y u s f , Tu ? n y Tu ? n s F , 5.3 .5
q y q y1 2 1 2X X X Xw x w x w x w xu ? l q u ? l s f q f , u ? m q u ? m s f q f , 5.4 .1 3 2 4
where
f s l f X y f X q m f X y f X q nf X . 5.5 .  .  .1 3 2 4 5
 .  .As in the previous section we seek the solution to the problem 1.2 , 1.9 ,
 .  .  .  .5.3 ] 5.4 in the form of potentials 3.25 and 3.26 , where f is defined by
 .5.5 and
F s lw q mc q nFX 5.6 .5
with the yet unknown functions w and c .
 .It is evident that the conditions 5.3 are satisfied automatically, while
 .the conditions 5.4 lead to the following CDEs for w and c on S
N lw q mc ? l s q , N lw q mc ? m s q , 5.7 .  .  .1 2
where
y1y1N s F C y C F F , 5.8 .1 1 2 2 1
and where
 .  .  .  .1 2 1 2X X X Xy1 y1q s2 f q f y q q q ? l , q s2 f q f y q q q ? m ,1 1 3 2 2 4 /  /
 .  .  .1 2 1X y1q s N nF y N C F f , q s q y f , .5 2 2
are known function. The matrix operator corresponding to the left-hand
 .sides of the system 5.7 reads as
l N l l N mk k j j k k j jÄN s . 5.9 .m N l m N mk k j j k k j j
2=2
ÄLEMMA 5.1. The operators N and N are CDOs of order y1 and strongly
elliptic ha¨ing positi¨ e definite principal symbol matrices and, hence, are
Fredholm operators of index zero.
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Proof. The first assertion follows from Lemmata 2.6, 2.9 and equalities
Ä .3.21 . For the principal symbol matrix of the operators N and N we have
1 1 2Xy1s N s s 2 I q K s L y s L .  /  /  /0 0 0
y12 1X Xy1 y1 y1=s y2 I q K s 2 I q K /  /0 0
y11 1 2 2X Xy1 y1 y1 y1s s L s 2 I q K y s L s y2 I q K , /  /  /  /0 0 0 0
l s N l l s N m .  .k k j j k k j jÄs N s . .
m s N l m s N m .  .k k j j k k j j
2=2
Now the last assertions of the lemma follow from the positive definiteness
 .  .of the matrices 4.12 and 4.13 .
 .COROLLARY 5.2 see Lemma 3.4 . The principal symbol matrix of the
operator C y C Fy1 F is elliptic.1 2 2 1
Proof. We have
1 2 2 1X Xy1 y1 y1 y1s C y C F F s s L y s L s y2 I q K s 2 I q K .  /  /  /  /1 2 2 1 0 0 0 0
1 Xy1 y1s s N s 2 I q K .  /0
2  4for any x g S, j g R _ 0 .
Now by Lemmata 2.6 and 5.1 it follows that this matrix is nonsingular on
2  4.S = R _ 0 .
The proofs of the next assertions are quite similar to the proofs carried
out in the previous section. Therefore we confine ourselves just to the
formulation of the basic results.
THEOREM 5.3. Let v f L . Then the homogeneous problem H has only1
r 21  .the tri¨ ial solution in the class of regular ¨ectors u g C V , r s 1, 2, u gr
 ..SK V .m 2
LEMMA 5.4. Let v f L . Then the operators1
Ä k , a kq1, aN : C S ª C S , .  .
: H s S ª H sq1 S , .  .p p
: B s S ª B sq1 S , .  .p , q p , q
are isomorphisms pro¨ided k G 0, 0 - a - 1, s g R, 1 - p - `, 1 F q F `.
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THEOREM 5.5. Let v f L ,1
X Xkq1, a sq1 sq1 k , a s sf g C S H S , B S , F g C S H S , B S , .  .  .  .  .  .j p p , q 5 p p , q
j s 1, . . . , 5,
 .  .and let f and F be ¨ectors defined by 5.5 and 5.6 , respecti¨ ely, where
 .  .w, c is the unique solution of the system of CDEs 5.7 .
 .  .Then formulae 3.25 and 3.26 define the unique m-radiating solution pair
 .  .of problem H in the corresponding spaces 3.28 and 3.29 .
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